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ABSTRACT

Most identification and designs methodffor discrete time d.ata assune

that the inputs and outputs are sampled at the same time instants. In

practice, there is always a" delay due to the conversion times in the

analog to digital converters. In the paper it is shown how the

asJmchronously sampled data can be used to obtain the model corresponding

to s5mchronon")q ".tpling. The modification is simple and can be done

after the estimation. It is only required that a suitable structure is

used for the estimated model and that the delay is lsrown.
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L. Introduction

When making data acquisition from a plant there is usually a time

delay between the sarnpling of different signals. This time delay comes,

for instance, from conversion times in the analog to digÍtal converters.

This delay will have little influence if it is short compared with the

sampling interval and the d¡mamics of the process. In Sridharan et aI

( 1985) i t Ís pointed out that the delay c¿rrt introd.uce bias in the

estimated models if the data is used straight forwardly. In this paper vi¡e

will show how to eliminate the influence of the time delay and obtain

models that correspond to slmchronous sampling.

The result is that the as5mchronously sarnpled data c¿ur be used

directly in any approprÍate estimation routine provided that a" suitable

model structure is used for the estimation. The obtained model can then

simply be transformed to the model that corresponds to Thq. synchronous

sampling. It is only assumed that the delay between the sampled inputs

and outputs are lorown.

The pa.per is organized as follows : Section 2 defines the problem.

The synchronous model is derived fron the asSmchronous model in Section 3.

An exarnple of the proposed method is given in Section 4.

2. Problem Formulation

rt is assumed that the process is a single input single output

system described by the transfer function

n"(s)
G(s) = A"(s) (2.1)
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' ' 'wbere Ar"fs) and B"(s) are relarí

assumed ttøt (2.1.) can be written in the minimal order state space fo¡m

"s#;'

x(t)=Ax(t)+Bu(t)

(2.2)

y(t)=cx(t)

The input sÍgnal is consta¡rt over sampling periods of length h. Further

it Ís assumed that the input is changed at the sampling insta¡rts. A, zero

order hold is thus used for the input signal. Sampling (2.2) gives the

discrete time model

x(kh + h) = Õn x (kll) + I'nu(Iùr)

(2.3)

v(lô)=Cx(ldr)
where

As Bds

The pulse transfer function of (2.3) is

H(z) = c(zl - 0¡) 1 rrt (2.4)

It is also possible to determine the states of (2.2) at times

between the sarnplÍng periods, see for instance l"a"är and llittenmark

(1984) or llitterunark (1985). Assume that r ( h, then

'a = "A'

t
I'-=fe
"o
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B u(Ìùr + T - s')ds'

= O, x(Idr) + I, u(kh) (2.5)

and

y(t+r)=Cx(t+z) (2.6)

These equations can now be used to specify the as¡mchronously

sampled nodel. .A,ssume that the output of the process is measured T

seconds after the input is changed, see Figure 1. It is assumed that

r(h.

irtkt ).--

1L+)

kh kh *"( T\t"q-
FIGURE 1 The Relation between the fnput and the Output.

This Ímplies that the estirnation routine can use the following set

of data

Yl(tk)=y(L:h+r)

u(t¡) = u(kh)

x(t+t)="Arx(kh)*1"4"
o

or

y2(tk)=y(h-h+z)
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u(tk) = u(kh)

Notice that yr(at_r) = vr(tu). The two sequences are only delayed

wi th respecr to each other. The dara ser (u( t¡) , yl( rk) ) c¿u:r. be

regarded as generated by the model in Figure 2.

u(kh)

u(t¡) y1( rk)

FIGURE 2 The Model for rhe Data Generation.

Remark

The model in Figure 2 is non-causal. A causal model will Ínstead be

obtained if (u(t¡), y2(tk)) is used. The compurarions wiIl,
however, be the same independent of which data set is used. The

calculations in the following wiII be done for the set (,r, yf).

The problem

)T+(klrv

(u( tu) , vl( rk) )

relations G(s)

c¿ul

and

artd/or

now be formulated as : GÍven the data set

the delay r ( h. Determine the input./output

H(z) in (2.1) and (2.4) respectÍvely.

3. Àsvnchronous and Srmchronous Models

The sarnpled data model of the system in Figure 2 can be determined

using Q.Ð, e.5) and (2.6)

ZOH c(")

l;
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x(kh + h) = Oh x(lià) + In u(lih)

(3.1)

yl(kh) = y(h * t) = C Õ, x(kh) + C t'ru(kh)

ThÍs fictitious system has the pulse tra¡rsfer function

HLk) = c Õ, (zr - tn)-t l-n + c I-,

(3.2)

=Ur(z)+CI-,

I{e can regard Hz as being the pulse transfer function of the

system

x(kh + h) = On x(kh) + l-n u(kJr)

y(kh) =CÕrx(kh) (3.3)

The data set (u, yl) .urr now be used to estimate the pulse

transfer function Ht if ¿ur appropriate structure is used in the

estimation algori thrn.

If the process (2.L) is of order n then the pulse transfer

function (2.4) has n poles and in general n-L zeros. The pulse

transfer function (3.2) also has n poles and in general n zeros. The

structure Ín the estimation routine should allow a model as in (3.2). If
the input sigrral is sufficiently rÍch it is thus possible to estimate

H{z). Both llr(z) and Hr(z) differ from the desired pulse transfer

function H(") given by (2.4). To obrain the desired model we must

modify the result of the estination. Assume that a:: unbiased estin¡ate of

Ht has been obtained. We can then eliminate the direct term to get an
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r1
)oco^f7'

^ ^-1 ^ -1^C Or^(sl - A) ^B

1

ñ-

=CÕ-rT

zI

-1 -1 -1=CT'(zI-TOhT^)^Ttn

= C(zI - orr)- 1rn = H(z)

Further

- C(sI - l)-1g = G(s)

I{e have thus shown that the desired input output relations ca¡ be

obtained through the following procedure.

step 1 Esrirnare the input output nodel ur(z) from the data

(u, yt). Both the numerator and the denominator of Ht

Step 4

should be of order n.

Eliminate the direct term to obtain HZ

l[ake one ninirnal order realization of

and C, see (3.4).

DetermÍne

o

=(o-r)

O = exofÄ.r)
T

H(z) = epr - ôl-1 î
G(s) = dlsr - ît-t Ê

Step 2

Step 3

defined in (3.2),

HZ defined by ô, 1'

A

B

d

In
-tAr

Step 5 Compute
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same structure as (4.1,) we got the result

O.]55L522 - O.L529z - O.1615H(z) = 3T"* tog z 1.5;85j722 + L.4O7Bz - 0.4Þgq

A straightforward use of the as¡mchronous data gives bÍased

estimates of both the numerator and the denominator pol¡momials as pointed

out Ín Sridharan et al (1985).

Further examples are given in Olsson (1986).

5. Conclusions

The pa.per has shown that as5mchronously sampled data can be used to

obtain the s¡mchronous models if the delay between the measurements is

known. The nethod does not require any modificatÍon of the estÍmation

routines or the original data set. The synchronous model is obtained by

simple calculations on the estimated model. The calculations require

inversion of two n x n matrices where n is the order of the model.

Further the logarithm a¡rd the e>rponential of a n x n matrix have to be

calculated.
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